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This paper reports on a proposed schema and gives some detaiIed 
specifications for constructing a learning system by means of pro- 
gramming a computer. We have tried to separate learning processes 
and problem-solving techniques from specific problem content in 
order to achieve generality, i.e., in order to achieve a system capable 
of performing in a wide variety of learning and problem-solving 
situations. 
Behavior of the system is determined by both a direct and an in- 
direct means. The former involves detailed, explicit specification of 
responses or response patterns in the form of built-in programs. The 
indirect means is by programs representing three mechanisms: a 
“community unit” (a program-providing mechanism), a planning 
mechanism, and an induction mechanism. These mechanisms have 
in common the following features: (1) a directly given repertory of 
response patterns; (2) general and less explicitly specified decision 
making rules and hierarchically distributed authority for decision 
making; (3) an ability to delegate some control over the system’s 
behavior to the environment; and (4) a self-modifying ability which 
allows the decision-making rules and the repertory of response pat- 
terns to adapt and grow. 
In Part I of this paper, the community unit is described and an 
illustration of its operation is given. It is presented in a schematized 
framework as a team of routines connected by first, and second-order 
feedback loops. The function of the community unit is to provide 
higher-level programs (its environment or customers) with programs 
capable of performing requested tasks, or to perform a customer- 
stipulated task by executing a program. If the community unit does 
not have a ready-made program in stock to fill a particuIar request, 
internal programming will be performed, i.e., the community unit 
will have to construct a program, and debug it, before outputting or 
executing it. The primary purpose of internal programming is to 
assist higher-level programs in performing tasks for which detailed 




Some heuristics are suggested for enabling the community unit to 
search for a usable sequence of operations more efficiently than if it 
were to search simply by exhaustive or random trial and error. These 
heuristics are of a step-by-step nature. For complex problems, how- 
ever, such step-by-step heuristics alone will fail unless there is also 
a mechanism for analyzing problem structure and placing guideposts 
on the road to the goal. A planning mechanism capable of doing this 
is proposed in Part II. Under the control of a higher-level program 
which specifies the level of detail required in a plan being developed, 
this planning mechanism is to break up problems into a hierarchy of 
subproblems each by itself presumably easier to solve than the orig- 
inal problem. 
To manage classes of problems and to make efficient use of past 
experience, an induction mechanism is proposed in Part II. An illus- 
tration is given of the induction mechanism solving a specific sequence 
of tasks. 
The system is currently being programmed and tested in IPL-V 
on the Philco 2000 computer. The current stage of the programming 
effort is reported in an epilogue to Part IL 
INTRODUCTION 
Our aim is to increase the "intellectual" capacities of machines by 
programming on a computer and, ultimately, to construct what might 
reasonably be called an intelligent learning system. Consideration of 
human problem-solving and learning activities permits analogies to be 
drawn and suggests the use of certain heuristic processes for the machine. 
The resulting system of programs, however, is not meant to be a model 
of human thought processes; we hope to find heuristic programs which 
do not deliberately imitate human characteristics. 
We are motivated by the belief that the capacity of a machine might 
be expanded by means of a learning mechanism to handle increasingly 
complex and varied tasks. The solution of even well-defined problems for 
which the mathematical or physical rules are known can be extremely 
difficult to program; chess playing is a classical example of a problem of 
this type. A practical approach might be "preprogramming" to the 
limits of human ability, then letting the system learn the rest of the tech- 
niques required for problem solution. In addition, some ill-defined prob- 
lems, such as many socioeconomic problems, might be handled effectively 
and economically by a good learning system. 
At the outset, we use rather specialized interpretations of "abstrac- 
tion," "generalization," "categorization," "planning," and "induction" 
in terms of machine performance. Our approach is to commence with 
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specific, definite interpretations capable of implementation in terms of 
programs and to generalize these interpretations as research proceeds. 
The  alternative of starting with more general interpretations makes  
realization in programs much more difficult, if not impossible. 
The  system of programs proposed here contains three essential com- 
ponents: a communi ty  unit responsible for manipulation and generation 
of programs, execution of which leads to the system's action (either 
overt or covert); a planning mechan ism which takes a larger view of a 
given task and guides the communi ty  unit by designating a rough 
sketch of a possible course of action; and an induction mechan ism which 
takes a still larger view by considering the system's past experience with 
various problems and by attempting to apply that experience to related 
problems which have not previously been encountered. Higher-level 
programs in the system which coordinate the functions of the three 
mechanisms initiate the task requests for activating each unit. 
FORMS OF REQUESTS 
Any  task request, whether it is presented from outside the system or 
has been generated by programs inside the system, may take one of three 
forms depending upon the amount  of experience the system or sub- 
systems have accumulated. Three proposed forms are designated: appel- 
lative, descriptive, and instructive. 
The appellative form of request is a command statement by naming the 
action: do thus and so. It  assumes the greatest degree of experience on 
the part of the command obeyer. The command, "hammer this nail," 
can be obeyed by a person only if he has hammered or observed hammer- 
ing before and has associated that action with its name, "hammering." 
So in the system, an appellative form of request may be carried out di- 
rectly only if the necessary routines have been prestored or generated 
previously and the corresponding name associated with it. If the appel- 
lative request results in no response or in a wrong response, the descrip- 
tive form will have to be used. 
The descriptive request provides a detailed listing of things as they 
are (current state), of things as they are desired to be (desired state), 
and additional information or restrictions on how to achieve that state. 
The detail is necessary because at this point the system has insufficient 
experience to operate from commands only. To someone who has no 
experience with "hammering," it may be necessary to give him before- 
and-after pictures of a nail and a board as well as what tool to use or 
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even a sequence of pictures illustrating the action required to achieve the 
desired result. In the system, the descriptive request form is presented 
as a list of lists. The first list on the list represents he current state, the 
second list represents he desired state, and the third list gives informa- 
tion about the task. The information in the third list may be a set of 
restrictions or conditions and may also include additional information 
which the control]ing program is able to supply about the task. This 
information may be in the form of programs or in the form of data. 
The third alternative for making a request is the instructive form which 
assumes the least or no experience. It requires an input of a program from 
outside the system to enable the system to perform. It is, in effect, 
equivalent to instructing by demonstration. A child in a nursery may 
not be able to follow the descriptive form of a request o hammer if he 
has had no experience in deducing necessary action from pictures. Here 
the demonstration f hammering, taking the child's hands and guiding 
him through the exercise, will be necessary. If the system is unable to 
fill the request made in the descriptive form, the same descriptive request 
form is output o a teacher who will input the necessary program. The 
system then assigns a name to it, and stores both in the memory together 
with the descriptive form of the request. Thus the correspondence b - 
tween the appellative and descriptive request forms is established for 
future use. 
THE COMMUNITY UNIT 
The function of the community unit is to provide the higher-level 
programs (customers) with programs capable of performing requested 
tasks, or to perform a customer-stipulated task by executing a program. 
If the community unit does not have a ready-made program in stock to 
fill a particular request, it will have to construct a program, and debug it, 
before outputting or executing it. The process of constructing a tentative 
program, testing, modifying, testing again, may have to be repeated 
many times. 
In structure and function, the community unit is analogous to a 
laboratory machine shop. The basic instructions, open subroutines, and 
closed subroutines correspond to the machine shop's supply of basic 
parts, partially assembled parts, and modular units which are stocked or 
classified into categories according to the kinds of orders expected. The 
chief engineer, eceiving the customer's order, determines the category 
and decides if the request can be filled immediately by an "off-the-sheif" 
item or if it must first go to the design engineer who, then designs and 
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constructs a pilot machine (1) by modifying an "off-the-shelf" item, 
(2) by combining such items, modified or unmodified, or (3) from basic 
parts only. It may be necessary that he subcontracts o another machine 
shop for a special part. It is also possible that the request cannot be 
filled because of an inadequate supply of parts or because of insufficient 
technical know-how, but if the design engineer is able to construct a pilot 
machine, it is channeled to the test-and-service engineer for "debug- 
ging." Modifying or redesigning by the design engineer and testing by the 
test-and-service engineer, as in the community unit, may have to be re- 
peated many times, with the collaboration of the chief engineer and 
sometimes with the customer, until the product satisfies the require- 
ments. 
Within the community unit the members of a team of routines are 
identified as the task analyzer, the program provider, and the executor- 
monitor. As it is depicted schematically in Fig. 1, the interactions be- 
tween the executor-monitor and the task analyzer comprise a first-order 
feedback loop. Its primary function is performance and error detection. 
This part of the community unit resembles the TOTE (Test-0perate- 
Text-Exit) unit of Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960); the operate 
phase corresponds to the executor-monitor and the test phase to the 
task analyzer. The TOTE unit is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2 by a 
man using sensory feedback as he moves his arm in the hammering task. 
A second-order feedback loop is used when all three members of the 
community unit interact. The primary function of this outer loop is the 
selection of operations and error correction on the basis of information 
from the first-order feedback loop. The task analyzer serves as a link 
between the two loops. 
THE TASK ANALYZER 
The task analyzer corresponds to the chief engineer in the machine 
shop and receives incoming requests either in appellative or descriptive 
form. Since the use of the appellative form assumes the corresponding 
program to be already in the memory, here we shall consider the descrip- 
tive form of the request with the unit having no previous experience 
directly relevant o the assumed task. Also we shall assume, for sim- 
plicity that the task analyzer has a built-in ability to find characteristic 
features of the task and to determine the proper problem category. 1 The 
information thus extracted is then channeled to the program provider. 
The ability to ]earn to classify problem situations into effective categories i
one of the most important capabilities any "intelligent learning machine" must 
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THE PROGRAM PROVIDER 
The program provider, corresponding to the design engineer, has a 
collection of available instructions and programs which is divided into 
two parts. One part is a permanent set, a standard repertory, which 
contains basic instructions, sequences of instructions or open subroutines, 
and closed subroutines, each represented by a single name. The other is 
a temporary set consisting of records of previously constructed programs. 
have if it is to use its past experience ffectively. Useful suggestions on how such 
learning might be realized have been made by Minsky (1957, 1961) Newell, Shaw, 
and Simon (1959, 1960) and Solomonoff (1957). 
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The manner in which members of the temporary set are abstracted and 
generalized tobecome members of the repertory represents an important 
kind of learning which will be discussed late,'. 
Using the information received from the task analyzer, the program 
provider constructs a tentative program by modifying a previously 
stored program, by constructing a program from basic instructions, orby 
assembling a new program from previously constructed programs, 
modified or unmodified. 
In modifying a previously stored program, asimilarity test may reveal 
that a previously sok~ed task matches the present one closely and the 
solution developed then may, with modification, work in the present case. 
An old routine can often be modified to suit a new purpose, simply by 
changing addresses, loop parameters, branching criteria, etc. 
If the simple modification technique is not applicable, it may be 
qeeessary to construct a program from basic instructions. In the ham- 
mering analogy, "raise the arm" and "lower the arm" may have to be 
further broken down into sequences of contractions and relaxations of 
particular muscle groups. 
Several considerations must be taken into account when a new program 
is assembled using previously constructed programs as building blocks. 
If the task can be divided into subtasks, all of which can be recognized 
as identical to previously solved tasks, then organizing them in a proper 
sequence is all that is required--though doing this may be no simple 
task. It is likely, however, that some of the subtasks will require modifi- 
cations of previously constructed programs, and for some others, it may 
be necessary to construct programs from basic instructions. These sub- 
tasks, except he ones which have been recognized as identical to previ- 
ously solved tasks, will be represented by descriptive r quest forms which 
will then be input to the community unit one level lower. This cor- 
responds to subcontracting in the maehine shop analogy. What happens 
then is treated below in the section on the executor-monitor. 
If the unit is mature, i.e., if it already has had much experience, many 
requests will be satisfiable by modification and subdivision, and the 
rest may be simple enough to permit construction from the basic in- 
structions. In order to avoid having complex requests which cannot be 
handled by any of the preceding methods, the training se~tuerzce ha~ to be 
,'elected carefully. If there is a big change in the current request from the 
previous ones, either in complexity or in the degree to which it or its 
subproblems are similar to previously satisfied requests, attempts at 
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solution will involve a great deal of trial and error, probably ending in 
failure. 
Whatever the means by which an item is entered in the repertory, 
associated with it is a separate utility value for each of the problem 
categories. Thus if there are n categories, each item has n values since 
the utility value of an item is expected to be different for different 
categories. In addition, attached to each item in the repertory is a 
description of the results of each action of that item. Similarly, when a 
human programmer decides to use a particular instruction or subroutine 
in his program, it is usually because he has a clear picture of the before and 
after states and not because the chosen item has a higher utility value than 
others in a particular category. 
Items in the initially given repertory have their descriptions pre- 
stored, but the repertory changes as the community unit learns; some 
members of the repertory are combined to become one item, and some 
members of the temporary set are abstracted and generalized tobe added 
to the repertory. Each time such a change takes place and each time the 
task analyzer records a change in current state as the result of its inter- 
action with the executor-monitor discussed below, the description of the 
item involved must be reviewed and updated. 
The act of providing functional descriptions and improving them in the 
light of experience is an important kind of learning which might be de- 
scribed as constructing and modifying a "cognitive map. ''~ It is the utiliza- 
tion of such a cognitive map which enables one to internalize overt action, 
e.g., considering possible chess moves and, on the basis of information i
the cognitive map, internally determining what their consequences 
would be were they actually to be made. 
The term cognitive map is used in a relative sense; the system as a 
whole, or a part of the system, can develop its cognitive map as it experi- 
ences a variety of tasks. The term "environment" will also be used in a 
relative sense. When only a part of a system is considered, its environ- 
ment includes the rest of the system. 
The cognitive map of the program provider contains functional 
descriptions of items in the repertory; improvements in its cognitive map 
mean improvement of its ability to select proper instructions and tontines 
to construct a required program. 
There are, however, considerable difficulties in describing the function 
of every item in the repertory. In order to make the utilization of the 
= "Cognit ive map"  is a term of Tolman (1958); a similar notion is called 
" Image"  by Miller et al. (1960). 
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cognitive map effective, there must be an efficient system for internal 
coding with reasonably uniform format. Our current attention is re- 
stricted to the type of description which can be put in the descriptive 
request form. This is a strong restriction, but its uniform format offers 
two major advantages. First, when a new program has been constructed 
to fill a request expressed in descriptive form, the same form can be 
stored (along with its given name) to serve as the description of the 
program. Second, when a number of similar programs are abstracted by 
parameterization, corresponding parameterization f the descriptive 
form will immediately serve as the description of all of them. 
A generalized version of the descriptive request form is introduced 
later but corresponding generalizations of the community unit function 
and its cognitive map construction have not yet been determined. 
EXECUTOR-~IoNITOR 
Upon receiving the tentative program constructed by the program 
provider, the executor-monitor begins executing the given program in one 
or a combination of the following two modes. In normM, high-speed 
execution of a sequence of instruction, the executor-monitor transfers 
control to the address of the first instruction of the sequence. All instruc- 
tions in the sequence will be executed in high-speed 3 and control will not 
be returned to the executor-monitor until the end of the sequence is 
reached. This mode of execution is identical to that of the conventional 
computer. The second mode is monitored execution. Instead of trans- 
ferring control to the program location the executor-monitor interprets 
the execution of each instruction. This mode of execution ot only per- 
mits the executor-monitor  retain complete control during execution 
but also to use information on the action and the results of each in- 
struction. Thus it can detect adanger before any destructive action takes 
place. For example, a transfer instruction may go to a data location or to 
some reserved program location, or an instruction to store data may 
refer to a location tagged as containing data required later in the pro- 
gram. These operations may or may not be correct for a particular ap- 
plication. In the event a danger is detected, the executor-monitor will 
record the place of interruption i  the program and transfer control to 
the task analyzer, outputting a danger signal and the address of the 
particular operation at which the danger was detected. 
3 Since the computer plus IPL-V is considered as another computer, the mode 
of operation of IPL-V is considered as normal high-speed execution even though 
its speed is not the speed of machine-code execution. 
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The mode of execution depends on the following rules, chosen to en- 
sure that programs are monitored until they have been "debugged." 
(1) Each of the basic instructions occurring alone in the repertory is 
always monitored. (2) A sequence of instructions represented by a single 
name in the repertory, if not modified by a process of the program pro- 
vider, will be executed in high speed. If it has been modified, every in- 
struction in the sequence will be monitored. (3) Subroutines in the 
repertory, if not modified by a process of the program provider, will be 
executed in high-speed, and if modified will be monitored. It should be 
noted that if there are standard input preparations prior to entering the 
subroutine, instructions affecting them will be attached to the subroutine 
in the repertory, but their execution will always be monitored even 
though the subroutine may not be. (4) As long as routines and sub- 
routines are in the temporary set, they are always monitored. 
Subtasks which are in descriptive form cannot be executed; therefore, 
these are input to the task analyzer as new requests and the entire com- 
munity unit becomes involved again. Such recursive use of the community 
unit is made possible by a push-down list (Newell, 1961) used by the task 
analyzer; the second entrance to the task analyzer, before exit is made 
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from the first task, does not destroy the information eeded for exit 
from the original task. 
Figure 3 illustrates a mLxture of the two execution modes. Horizontal 
lines indicate monitored instructions, and vertical lines indicate high- 
speed execution. In this example, subroutines A and C are taken to be 
in the repertory. Subroutine B can be either in the temporary set or in 
the repertory, but is modified for the given task. A sequence of instruc- 
tions in the repertory will always be copied in the constructed program 
since such a sequence will have no entrance and exit provisions of the type 
used with closed subroutines. Provision must be made, however, for re- 
turning to the executor-monitor at the end of the sequence. 
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE EXECUTOR-~ONITOR AND THE TASK 
2kNALYZER 
The executor-monitor and the task analyzer are the only two parts of 
the community unit with direct two-way communication (see Fig. 1). As 
the executor-monitor executes instructions, the picture of the current 
state changes. Since the executor-monitor's function is essentially execu- 
tion, however, and its immediate attention is given only to the current 
instruction, it has no sense of direction toward the goal. This must be 
provided by feedback from the task analyzer. 
Let us review the original request provided in descriptive form. It 
is comprised of the original state, the desired state, and information on 
the task. The task analyzer stores all three as the record of the initial 
task, but it also stores the current state, which is constantly being 
changed by the executor-monitor. The task analyzer, with the changed 
picture of the current state, will go through the analysis of the changed 
task for each monitored operation. If the analysis hows the category of 
the changed task is the same as before, the task analyzer will feedback to 
the executor-monitor a go-ahead signal so that the executor-monitor wilI 
proceed to execute the next operation. If the analysis of the current 
state changes the category, the task analyzer will feedback to the 
executor-monitor aninterruption signal and then transfer control to the 
program provider with information about the new problem category. 
Finally, if the task analyzer is informed of a destructive operation which 
has been detected by the executor-monitor, an analysis of the error will 
be made. The information will then be given to the program provider 
which will make an appropriate modification. In all three cases, the task 
analyzer keeps the record of changes in the current state and associates 
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the record with the executed instruction. Such records are necessary even 
for the relatively simple applications described above. In addition it is 
planned that they will be used by the task analyzer to improve care- 
gorization and by the program provider to improve its selection of in- 
structions and programs. Similar changes might be grouped together, 
abstracted, and generalized. The resulting summary might be used as a 
basis for tentatively revising categories and utility values. The tenta- 
tively revised categories and values would be tested and ff successful, 
they would be permanently substituted for the original categories and 
values. 
We have made a number of assumptions about the task analyzer's 
capabilities and used these assumptions in discussing the ideal function- 
ing of the community unit. Much more research is required before such 
assumptions can be used with confidence. For example, the learning of 
good classification techniques is extremely important o a learning 
system. We can assume that a reasonably rich repertory with good 
categorization is prestored for the community unit. However, recognizing 
that new problem situations belong to particular categories in terms of 
suitable methods requires that pattern-recognition methods of some in- 
ductive ability be developed because preprogramming forall conceivable 
task situations is not feasible. Important research is being done in this 
area by Minsky (1957, 1961), Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1959, 1960), and 
Solomonoff (1957) among others. 
.Another serious problem is to provide the mechanism with judgment 
capabilities comparable to "warmer" and "cooler" feelings of humans. 
Partial solution to this problem may be possible with a combination of 
good planning techniques, recognition of partial success, and good credit 
assigning methods for reinforcement. However, they themselves have 
many difficulties to be overcome. Discussions of these problems and some 
suggested sohttions are found in Minsky (1961) and Newell, Shaw, and 
Simon (1959, 1960). 
CHARACTERISTICS AND DETAILS OF THE COMMUNITY UNIT 
GENERAL FEATUI~ES 
The structure of the community unit and the function of its members, 
as discussed in the last section, indicate the extent o which the unit 
can be preprogrammed. The specification is intended to give the com- 
munity unit a basic framework with a self-modifying ability which would 
provide potential capabilities for a variety of tasks. The behavior of the 
unit at any particular instant, however, is not determined in detail 
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independently of contacts with its environment; its actions are closely 
guided by feedback from the environment. The structure presented in 
the schematic diagram (Fig. 1) is a "building-block" structure to be 
found in several other parts of the system, e.g., in the planning mecha- 
nism and in the induction mechanism. 
In order to compare the structure of the community unit with that of 
the TOTE unit, the selection of operations can be considered as a part of 
an operation phase, as when Miller et al. talk about "metaplanning"-- 
about TOTE units which construct other TOTE units--but for our 
purposes it is convenient to sehematize selection of operations as sepa- 
rate from performance of operations. With this schematization, the 
second-order feedback loop is required for the se!ection of operations and 
error correction on the basis of the information from the first-order feed- 
back. For example, in the hammering task, what happens if the ham- 
merer hits his thumb instead of the nail? Something must be changed to 
correct he situation so that the "wrong" action will be prevented from 
recurring and a correct action substituted for it. This correcting process, 
after a unit of action has taken place, is accomplished by the second-order 
feedback, with or without additional feedback from the environment. 
HIERARCHICAL  STRUCTURE AND EVALUATION OF  ACCO?~PL ISHED TASKS 
Whenever  a request is macle of the communi ty  unit, the only criteria 
wh ich  the unit can use in determining acceptability of a response are 
those determining whether the response satisfies the request. I-Iowever, 
the request itself, dependent as it is on heuristics used by a higher-level 
program which generated it, may have been inadequate. Depending on 
an evaluation made at the higher level, the particular program produced 
by the program provider may have to be modified. Such a requirement 
will be fed back to the unit. The task analyzer then may decide to adjust 
the categorization, and subsequent adiustment of the utility values may 
have to be made by the program provider. Full control must not be 
passed own. The request must be associated with some "resource allot- 
ment" or other constraint to help it recognize when help is needed. 
ABSTRACTION AND GENERAL IZAT ION 4 
Much more research is necessary to decide how to equip our system 
with abstraction and generalization capabilities. This section supplies 
"Genera l i za t ion"  is of ten taken  to be synonymous  w i th  " induct ion , "  but  
here we use the  te rm in a less ambi t ious  sense. In  Par t  i [ ,  we use and define the 
te rm " induct ion . "  
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some rudimentary techniques we employ which might be characterized 
as parameterization. The main purpose of parameterization f r both data 
and instructions in a computer memory is to separate more relevant from 
less relevant information without ignoring the latter. 
Using techniques of list structuring and processing, a parameterized 
item in a given list is represented by a name of a sublist, which is treated 
as subordinate in the main list, but which can be expanded and investi- 
gated at the next lower level. Replacing an item by a parameter cor- 
responds loosely to abstraction. Generalization, in our sense, is accom- 
plished by supplying parameter values in a sublist, named by the 
parameter, and by treating the original list, with its variations, as a unit. 
Items in a list can be pieces of data or instructions. The following de- 
scription of our processes refers first to data, then to programs. Uses to 
which such processes may be put will be shown in Part I in the section 
entitled "An Illustration of Community Unit Operation" and also in 
Part II in connection with discussion of the "Tower of Hanoi" puzzle. 
Given a list of lists, the abstraction routine prepares three kinds of 
data abstracts. The simplest is obtained by counting the elements ineach 
list. Another type, taking order of occurrence into account, itemizes what 
elements he lists in the list have in common, and replaces the unmatched 
elements by a sublist which indicates how the parameter is specified in 
each of the original ists. The third type of data abstract, without aking 
order of occurrence into account, itemizes the distinct elements which 
appear in common among the lists, then itemizes the unmatched elements 
together with names of the original lists to which they belong. 
For an example of the three types, let two lists, X and Y, be given to 
the abstraction routine. List X contains elements A B C D E and list 
Y contains elements F B D D E C. The abstract which counts data 
elements has as entries 5~, 6y. Subscripts x and y are used to indicate 
names of the original. The abstract, taking order into account, may be 
represented as
P1 B P2 D E Ps 
where P1, P~, and P3 are parameters, each pointing to a specification 
sublist. Letting " / "  symbolize a marker separating shared elements from 
unshared ones, the third type of abstract is represented asB C D E / 
A~ /~.  
Another abstraction routine, called a "replace routine," replaces one 
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or more specified elements in a given list by a single element, using either 
a parameter supplied by the routine or a particular name given by the 
controlling program. The original element(s) then form a sublist which is 
named by the new element. For example, suppose the higher-level pro- 
gram enters the routine with the information that in the list Z, which 
contains elements A B C D A B E, dements A and B together are to 
be replaced by a parameter. The resulting list is 
PCDPE,  
so that A and B are treated as a single element at the level of list Z, but 
become individual entities again at the next lower level. 
Programs may also be abstracted and generalized. A subroutine, when 
first constructed or when prestored in the community unit, may not be 
in a form suitable for general use. After a suitable training sequence, the 
unit can be made to discover that some subroutines have many common 
instructions and only a few differences. It then replaces these subroutines 
by one subroutine which contains parameters atplaces where differences 
appear. Differences may be in operators (instructions), in operands 
(addresses), or both. This recognition of common features is a form of 
both abstraction and generalization. For the former, when the program 
provider decides to use an abstracted subroutine, it will have to copy 
the subroutine and specify values of parameters before the subroutine 
can be given to the executor-monitor. When an abstracted routine has 
proved its power by frequent use, it may be generalized as a closed sub- 
routine. Generalization is then said to occur. The name of the subroutine 
is stored together with the necessary format for the calling sequence, and 
the program provider utilizes the generalized subroutine by putting in its 
generated programs instructions which specify values of the calling 
parameters and which then transfer control directly to the stored sub- 
routines. Abstraction and generalization can happen to routines and sub- 
routines in both the temporary set and the standard repertory but they 
are more likely to happen to "~hose in the temporary set. 
TaANSFEa oF S~'B~O~'TrXES FROM THE TEM~O~A~Y SE~ TO THE 
REPERTORY" 
[f a subroutine in the temporary set is used successfully some preset 
number of times without modification, the program will be made into a 
closed subroutine and its name will be stored in the standard repertory. 
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This enables well-tested and often-used programs to be executed in un- 
monitored high-speed by the executor-monitor. 
ANALOGIES BETWEEN k I IuMAN AND THE COMMUNITY UNIT 
Some interesting analogies can be drawn between learning processes of 
the human and those of the community unit. One is the development of 
high-speed performance following sufficient monitored experience. When 
a sequence of actions with which we are unfamiliar is 5rst proposed 
(either by our teacher or by ourselves) we consciously attend to each step 
of the sequence. However, once we gain familiarity and confidence, we 
run through a sequence of actions without being consciously aware of 
each of its parts. The difference can be seen in the rapid and precise 
finger movements ofa skilled piano player compared with the slow trial- 
and-error movements of a beginner. This corresponds to monitoring a
program step-by-step when the community unit is unsure of workability 
of the program, but changing to high-speed, unmonitored execution once 
the effects of a program have been thoroughly tested. 
Another similarity occurs in the progressive grouping of different 
elements into larger and larger complexes. Suppose we have acquired 
skills in a number of simple tasks (e.g., some sequences of finger move- 
ments on a piano). When we attempt a more complex task which is an 
integrated sequence of those simpler skills, we have to attend to each 
step of the sequence although we need not attend to the full detail of 
each of the basic skills. Some parts of a basic skill may have to be modi- 
fied to fit it into the larger sequence, and we are not sure of the effects 
of the basic skills on each other when they are combined. But with 
practice these questions are settled, and the basic, simpler skills drop out 
of our attention as individual units, forming a fused integrated whole. 
The process can be repeated any number of times, forming larger and 
larger units of behavior, the ultimate size of units depending on the pro- 
ficiency we acquire in a particular field of skills. The community unit 
functions in the same way, forming larger and more complex routines out 
of simpler subroutines. 
Still another similarity between human and community unit experi- 
ence is a tendency toward abstraction as experience builds up. In many 
motor skills, we observe that some component skills are very specialized 
and fit rigidly into a larger pattern. Some component skills, however, 
when used in a situation calling for variations, can quickly be adapted. 
Of course, the opposite ffect may be evidenced, i.e., previous acquisition 
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of a skill may interfere with the learning of a new task. After we ex- 
perience a number of variations of the same basic skill, we generally find 
it easier and easier to adapt the skill to still different situations. An 
analogous behavior in the community unit results from abstraction and 
generalization of subroutines. A subroutine can be made to handle a 
variety of tasks by means of parameterization; it is adapted to a new 
situation by determining new values for its parameters. 
GENERALIZED REQUEST FORm 
Descriptive request forms used thus far are rather limited in their 
capability to express a wide variety of problems. In order to reduce the 
limitation, we consider a more general form which includes the previous 
form as a special case. This general form is represented by three lists of 
information: (1) given:facts and conditions concerning initial situation; 
(2) desired: end results to be obtained; and (3) information on the task: 
restrictions and suggestions. 
munity unit function and its 
fully investigated. 
CATEGORY CHANGES DURING 
Corresponding generalizations of the corn- 
cognitive map construction have not been 
EXECUTION OF THE PROGRAM 
As a task analyzer receives executed results from the executor-monitor 
the current state becomes altered from the original state, although the 
desired state is the same. Some changes in the current state may be very 
small or very large; if the nomnonitored part of the program is a large 
routine in the repertory, changes noticed by the task analyzer in the 
current state are likely to be large since the executor-monitor cannot 
regain its control until that portion of the program is executed. In such 
case, the task analyzer may find the new current state to be in a different 
category. On the other hand, if individual instructions are monitored, the 
resulting change in the current state will be small. 
It has been found that looking at the current ask as ever changing, in 
the fashion described in the preceding paragraph, as a great advantage. 
However, it has its pitfalls. If the categorization is poor, and if the pro- 
gram provider has to construct a complex program from the basic in- 
structions, it may never find a fruitful path since the task analyzer may 
stick to the wrong category because of small changes reported by the 
executor-monitor. 
In order to remedy this situation, planning is needed to guide the 
course of action, i.e., to place guideposts on the road to the goal. The 
section which discusses such a possibility is presented in Part II. 
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AN ILLUSTRATION OF COMMUNITY UNIT OPERATION 
Consider a fairly simple programming task :5 to exchange two symbols 
A and B, currently stored in locations L1 and L~ respectively, sothat A 
is moved to L2 and B to LI.  The task is given to the community unit 
in the descriptive request form expressed as a list with current state: 
A B ; desired state: B A ; and additional information or restrictions on 
the task: L1 L~ indicating cell locations for the current state and L~ L~ 
for the desired state. The above request, in an abbreviated form, is 
(A B 
L1 L~, LI L~. 
TASK ANALYZER'S WORK 
The task analyzer, in an attempt to find a suitable category for this 
task, uses the abstraction routine discussed previously to compare the 
current and the desired states. The following three abstracts result: 
2~, 2d (meaning both the current and desired 
state lists contain two elements) 
Pc, Pd (meaning there is no common 
[ _ ~  ] ~ element when order of occurrence 
is taken into account) 
A, B / ¢ (meaning exact match in content when 
the order is immaterial) 
The first and third abstracts indicate that no element is added or 
deleted, while the second and third indicate that the contents of both the 
current and desired states are identical but the order of the elements i
not. Similar analysis on the location lists shows the restriction that the 
current state and the desired state must occupy the same locations. 
From these conditions, the task analyzer determines the problem cate- 
gory to be the moving of symbols in the memory without modh~cation. 
For the purpose of describing the action of the community unit on a 
computer, let us specify the given task symbolically as follows: 
[(L1) = A]. [(L2) = B]-+[(L1) = B]. [(L2) = A] 
where (L) represents "content of the location L"; the square brackets, 
[ ], enclose a state in the memory while [ ]. [ ] indicates ~state which 
Similar studies with programming bya machine are reported in the paper 
"Experiments with a Heuristic Compiler" by It. A. Simon (1961). 
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is composed of two simultaneously existing states; and an arrow, -% 
may be interpreted as "becomes," representing a transformation from 
the state on the left of the arrow to the state on the right. 
Note that the desired state has two substates which are to exist in 
parallel but the task of the community unit is to find a sequence of actions 
(represented by instructions) to achieve that state. 
The task analyzer first considers the two states separately and gives 
one of them, say [(L1) = B], to the program provider as a subgoal. 
THE PROGRAM PROVIDER'S WORK 
The program provider associates the given category determined by 
the task analyzer with a set of instructions and sequences ofinstructions 
in its memory (repertory). In particular, a pair of instructions, which 
represents an action (L)--~(L'), storing of (L) in location L', has the 
highest utility value within the category. 
Taking [(L1)= B] as a subgoal, the program provider stores a pair of 
instructions which does (L~)--~(LI) because it has the information 
[(L2) =B]. These instructions are then given to the executor-monitor 
with the information that they are to be monitored rather than executed 
at high speed. 
THE EXECUTOR-MONITOR AND ITS INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER 
MEMBERS OF THE UNIT 
Upon receiving two instructions with a monitor flag, the executor- 
monitor places danger tags on all addresses which are mentioned as the 
current state locations. This tagging is a standard practice in the case of 
monitored execution; we shall denote a tag by an asterisk, so that a 
tagged celt L is represented by L*. 
In an attempt o execute instructions for (L2*)-+(LI*), the executor- 
monitor detects a forbidden action, the storing of (L~*) in L~* destroys 
the original content of L~*, and outputs this information to the task 
analyzer. 
The task analyzer now instructs the program provider to try for the 
other subgoal, [(L~)=A], from the original two parallel states. The re- 
sulting actions of the program provider and the executor-monitor a e 
similar to the previous attempt, and the detected forbidden action is re- 
ported to the task analyzer, together with the location of the instruction 
where the danger is detected. 
The task analyzer, noting that both of the subgoals are unattainable 
by direct means, analyzes the forbidden action and associates it with a 
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remedial a~tion--providing extra subgoals, [(LI*) = (T)] or [(L~*) = (T)], 
where T represen~ any temporary storage location. 6 Suppose 
[(L2*) = (T)] has been chosen to be the new subgoal. Subsequent actions 
of the program provider supplying a pair of instructions for (L2)---+(T) 
and the monitored execution of (L~*)---~(T) should be clear. The executor- 
monitor, after successfully executing (L2*)---+(T), places a tag on T, 
erases the tag from L~, and outputs to the task analyzer the changed 
current state, [(L~) =B- -  (T*)]. [(LI*) =A]. 
The task analyzer does analysis as before, comparing the new current 
state with the desired state. In choosing which state is achievable first, 
the fact that L2 has no tag attached is noted and [(L2) --A] is then given 
to the program provider as the next subgoal. The rest of the actions of 
the members are as follows: 
The program provider supplies instructions for (LI*)--~(L~) which are 
successfully executed by the executor-monitor, resulting in the new 
current state [(T*)=B].[(LI)=A=(L2*)]. For the next subgoal 
[(L1) = B], instructions for (T*)--~(L1) are successfully executed producing 
the new current state [(T)= B = (L~*)]. [(L2*)=A]. This current state is 
then recognized as containing the desired state which is the criterion of 
success. The task analyzer then assigns a name to the produced routine 
which is in its condensed form (L2)--~(T), (L1)--~(L2), (T)---~(L1) (where 
"," indicates sequential action), stores both name and program in 
memory, and exits to the higher-level program with a "task accom- 
plished" signal and the name of the routine. 
When the same request is made again, the request in either appellative 
form or descriptive form will cause the program provider to output the 
entire routine to the executor-monitor. However, the routine will con- 
tinue to be monitored until a preset number of successful executions of 
the routine have been recorded. 
When the community unit has experienced similar requests, such as 
C and F E 
L3 L4, L3 L4 L5 Ls, L5 L6 
the abstraction routine for programs can produce a routine like this: 
(P1)-->(T), (P2)-->(P1), (T)-~(P2) together with an abstracted request 
form 
The use of a temporary storage location is considered a primitive concept in 
the system and is associated with the type of forbidden actions imilar to the 
above case. 
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((P~), (P2) 
I (P2), (P~) P1 P2, P1 P2 
and the name of the abstracted routine where Pt  and P~ indicate 
parameterized addresses and (P1) and (P2) indicate contents of these 
addresses. This permits the community  unit to handle binary exchange 
requests using any addresses and contents. 
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